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SUMMARY

Jasmonic acid (JA) plays pivotal roles in diverse plant
biological processes, including wound response.
Chloroplast lipid hydrolysis is a critical step for JA
biosynthesis, but the mechanism of this process
remains elusive. We report here that DONGLE
(DGL), a homolog of DEFECTIVE IN ANTHER DEHIS-
CENCE1 (DAD1), encodes a chloroplast-targeted li-
pase with strong galactolipase and weak phospholi-
pase A1 activity. DGL is expressed in the leaves and
has a specific role in maintaining basal JA content
under normal conditions, and this expression regu-
lates vegetative growth and is required for a rapid
JA burst after wounding. During wounding, DGL
and DAD1 have partially redundant functions for
JA production, but they show different induction ki-
netics, indicating temporally separated roles: DGL
plays a role in the early phase of JA production,
and DAD1 plays a role in the late phase of JA produc-
tion. Whereas DGL and DAD1 are necessary and suf-
ficient for JA production, phospholipase D appears
to modulate wound response by stimulating DGL
and DAD1 expression.

INTRODUCTION

Jasmonic acid (JA) and its derivatives, collectively referred to

as the jasmonates, are lipid-derived plant hormones that are

ubiquitous throughout the plant kingdom. These compounds

play pivotal roles during plant developmental processes, such

as seed maturation, viable pollen production, root growth, and

tendril coiling, and they also function as important signaling mol-

ecules in plant defense responses to biotic and abiotic stress

(Creelman and Mullet, 1997; Li et al., 2004). JA is synthesized

from a-linolenic acid, which is released from membrane lipids,
Deve
via the so-called octadecanoid pathway that involves enzymes

located in two different subcellular compartments—the chloro-

plast and the peroxisome (Turner et al., 2002). In the chloroplasts,

released a-linolenic acid is transformed to OPDA (12-oxo-phyto-

dienoic acid) by a series of enzymatic reactions involving chloro-

plast-localized lipoxygenase (LOX), allene oxide synthase (AOS),

and allene oxide cyclase (AOC) (Bell et al., 1995; Feussner et al.,

1995; Maucher et al., 2000; Ziegler et al., 2000; Froehlich et al.,

2001; Stenzel et al., 2003). The resulting OPDA is then transferred

to the peroxisome, where it is converted to JA by OPDA reduc-

tase 3 (OPR3), an acyl-activating enzyme (OPCL1), and three

cycles of b-oxidation (Stintzi and Browse, 2000; Li et al., 2005;

Koo et al., 2006). The F-box protein CORONATIN INSENSITIVE

1 (COI1) is a JA signaling component, and most JA-dependent

gene regulation is also dependent on the activities of COI1 (Xie

et al., 1998). Recent reports showed that SCFCOI1 ubiquitin ligase

binds to and degrades members of the jasmonate ZIM domain

(JAZ) protein family, which are repressors of JA signaling, in

response to JA, and that the binding of SCFCOI1-JAZ is promoted

by a JA-isoleucine (JA-Ile) conjugate (Thines et al., 2007; Chini

et al., 2007). This indicates that COI1 is a JA receptor and that

JA-Ile is the active signal in the JA signaling pathway.

A proportional response to wounding is critical for plants to

cope with their biotic/abiotic environments. Various responses

related to defense and wound healing are induced by mechani-

cal wounding and insect herbivory (Reymond et al., 2000; Kess-

ler and Baldwin, 2002; Arimura et al., 2005). To evoke such

a wide variety of responses, global changes in gene-expression

profiles are regulated by wound-induced JA and its cyclopente-

none precursor, OPDA (Reymond et al., 2000; Taki et al., 2005).

To date, however, the precise mechanism by which JA is pro-

duced as a response to wounding is still unclear. Laudert et al.

(2000) reported that overexpression of the Arabidopsis AOS

gene in tobacco or Arabidopsis does not alter the basal level of

JA; after wounding, however, these transgenic plants produce

a higher level of JA than the wild-type, suggesting that wound-in-

duced JA production is determined by the supply of substrate

to AOS rather than by the amount of AOS. Consequently, the
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release of a-linolenic acid has been regarded as a committed

step in JA production in response to wounding. Other studies

in Arabidopsis and tomato plants suggest that lipid-hydrolyzing

enzymes, including phospholipase A (PLA) and phospholipase

D (PLD), act as crucial components for JA production during

wound response (Ryu and Wang, 1998; Wang et al., 2000; Ishi-

guro et al., 2001).

The Arabidopsis DEFECTIVE IN ANTHER DEHISCENCE1

(DAD1) protein is a chloroplastic phospholipase that catalyzes

the production of a-linolenic acid from chloroplast membrane

lipid (Ishiguro et al., 2001). The mutant dad1 is defective in anther

dehiscence, pollen maturation, and flower opening, but the over-

all morphology of the dad1 mutant is almost the same as that of

the wild-type. The expression of DAD1 is normally restricted

to flowers, and the dad1 mutant has reduced levels of JA in

flower bud clusters. However, wounding causes a rapid induc-

tion of DAD1 expression in the leaves, and the kinetics of this

expression correlates well with the kinetics of JA accumulation

(McConn et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2000; Ishiguro et al., 2001;

Stintzi et al., 2001). Based on these studies, it has been pro-

posed that DAD1 contributes to the wound induction of JA bio-

synthesis. However, the levels of JA accumulation after wound-

ing in dad1 mutants and the wild-type were similar (Ishiguro

et al., 2001), thereby leaving open the question of which compo-

nents provide a-linolenic acid for JA production after wounding.

Two possible candidates have been proposed. First, the pres-

ence of other chloroplast-localized lipases (AtPLA1-I family) ho-

mologous to DAD1 in the Arabidopsis genome (Ishiguro et al.,

2001; Ryu, 2004) suggests that functional redundancy may exist

among members of this family for wound-inducible JA accumu-

lation. However, there is as yet no empirical evidence supporting

this hypothesis. Second, phosphatidic acid (PA) produced by

PLD may function as a precursor of a-linolenic acid. Supportive

of this hypothesis, PA levels are rapidly increased by wounding

prior to the accumulation of a-linolenic acid and JA (Ryu and

Wang, 1998; Lee et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2000), and the sup-

pression of PLDa1 by antisense RNA in Arabidopsis results

in the reduced accumulation of a-linolenic acid and JA during

the wound response (Wang et al., 2000). Consistently, although

the transcription of PLDa1 is not changed, the translocalization

of PLDa1 from the cytoplasm to the plasma membrane is stimu-

lated by wounding; as such, the latter can be regarded as

a mechanism of enzyme activation. However, the actual partici-

pation of PA as a precursor of a-linolenic acid has not been con-

firmed experimentally, and the identities of enzymes catalyzing

the conversion of PA to a-linolenic acid have been elusive. In

addition, several recent studies have suggested that PA acts

as a secondary signaling molecule in various biological pro-

cesses (Wang, 2002; Bargmann and Munnik, 2006).

In the present study, we identified a new, to our knowledge,

component of the chloroplast-targeted lipase required for JA

biosynthesis, DONGLE (DGL). DGL is a member of the AtPLA1-I

family and is expressed in vegetative tissues in the absence of

wounding. We show that DGL has galactolipase as well as

PLA1 enzymatic activity. DGL is required for the production of

basal levels of endogenous JA, which regulates seedling growth

and is involved in the rapid JA burst after wounding. We also

show that wound-induced JA production is dependent on the

function of DGL and DAD1, and that PLDa1 may provide a sec-
184 Developmental Cell 14, 183–192, February 2008 ª2008 Elsevier
ondary signaling molecule for the wound-inducible expression of

DGL and DAD1.

RESULTS

Overexpression of DONGLE Causes
the Dwarf Phenotype
Mutant plant lines showing developmental and growth defects

were obtained by activation-tagging mutagenesis on a Colum-

bia-0 (Col) ecotype of Arabidopsis thaliana (Weigel et al., 2000).

One mutant exhibiting a dominantly inherited dwarf phenotype

was isolated among 40,000 T1 transformants and was desig-

nated as dgl-D on the basis of its round-leaf morphology (dgl-

D; ‘‘dongle’’ means ‘‘round-shaped’’ in Korean) (Figure 1A). The

dgl-D mutant was smaller than the wild-type; in particular, the

leaves were smaller due to the reduced expansion, with the re-

duction being more severe in the length than in the width (Fig-

ure 1B). The reduction in overall size was detectable in 9-day-

old seedlings as a shorter distance between the first pair of two

true leaves (Figures 1C and 1D). The dgl-D mutant also showed

a defect in apical dominance that resulted in the simultaneous

generation of multiple inflorescences (Figure 1A). The mutant

Figure 1. Phenotypes and Molecular Characterization of dgl-D

(A) Morphological phenotypes of wild-type and dgl-D mutants grown for 25 d.

(B) Leaf morphologies of 25-day-old plants.

(C) Phenotypes of 9-day-old seedlings. A short petiole and round-shaped

leaves are visible in dgl-D mutants.

(D) Comparison of size between 9-day-old seedlings of the wild-type and the

dgl-D mutant. A schematic diagram of a 9-day-old seedling is depicted in the

right panel. White and green circles represent cotyledons and true leaves, re-

spectively. Values are mean ± SD from three experiments. n > 30/experiments.

(E) T-DNA insertion locus in dgl-D. The white box in the chromosome and the

black box in T-DNA are the centromere and four copies of 35S enhancers,

respectively.

(F) Overexpression of At1G05800 in dgl-D. Expressions of genes adjacent to

the T-DNA insertion locus were analyzed by RT-PCR. dgl-D(S) and dgl-D(M)

refers to plants showing the strong and mild phenotype, respectively. Expres-

sion of tubulin (TUB) is used as a quantitative control.
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flowers produced short anthers, which often resulted in pollina-

tion failure, but the pollen grains were viable and fertile, thus pro-

ducing viable seeds (data not shown).

The segregation ratio of 3:1 for Basta resistance (308:90, resis-

tant:sensitive progenies; c2 = 0.27, p > 0.60) in the F2 population

and the detection of a single-copy T-DNA in genomic Southern

blot hybridization analysis (Figure S1B, see the Supplemental

Data available with this article online) showed that a T-DNA inser-

tion into a single locus caused the dgl-D phenotype. Plants with

this mutant phenotype were observed only among Basta-resis-

tant progenies, although the strength of the mutant phenotype

decreased or disappeared in some Basta-resistant progenies in

successive generations (Figure S1A). This suppression of the

phenotype was due to gene silencing (Figure 1F; Figure S1). Ther-

mal asymmetric interlaced (TAIL)-PCR analysis identified the

T-DNA insertion in an intergenic region between At1G05790

and At1G05800 on chromosome I (Figure 1E). Reverse transcrip-

tion-PCR (RT-PCR) analysis revealed that only At1G05800 was

overexpressed in dgl-D (Figure 1F). In addition, the mutants

showing a weak phenotype, due to gene silencing (dgl-D(M)),

showed a reduced expression of At1G05800. Transgenic plants

overexpressing At1G05800 under the control of the 35S pro-

moter of the cauliflower mosaic virus (35S promoter) resembled

that of the dgl-D mutant (Figures S2A and S2B), thereby demon-

strating that At1G05800 is the DGL gene.

DGL is an intron-less gene that encodes a 417 amino acid

polypeptide with 2 functional domains—a plastid-targeting tran-

sit peptide and a lipase domain (Figure S3A). A search of data-

bases identified DGL (AtPLA1-Ia1) as a member of the AtPLA1-I

family and to be closely related to DAD1 (AtPLA1-Ib1), an enzyme

catalyzing the initial step of JA biosynthesis (Ishiguro et al., 2001;

Ryu, 2004; Figure S3).

DGL, a Chloroplast-Localized Galactolipase, Mediates
an Initial Step of JA Biosynthesis
The cellular localization of DGL was determined by a protoplast

transient assay by using constructs encoding DGL:GFP (Green

Fluorescent Protein) and DAD1:GFP (as a control). As shown in

Figure 2A, the fluorescence of both DGL:GFP and DAD1:GFP

was detected in the chloroplasts as punctate dots. Because

DAD1 is targeted to the chloroplast (Ishiguro et al., 2001) and

such a punctate dot pattern was previously reported in chloro-

plast-localized NDPK2 (Sharma et al., 2007), we conclude that

DGL is localized in the chloroplast.

To determine if DGL protein has lipase activity, we fused the

coding sequence of DGL, except the transit peptide, to the C ter-

minus of the maltose-binding protein (MBP). The MBP:DGL

fusion protein efficiently hydrolyzed phosphatidylcholine (PC)

to lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC) and free fatty acid (FFA) in an

sn-1-specific manner, with the highest activity at pH 7.0, demon-

strating that DGL has PLA1 activity (Figures 2B and 2C; Fig-

ure S4). Because galactolipids are the dominant lipids (close to

80%) of the thylakoid membranes (Douce and Joyard, 1990),

we determined whether MBP:DGL and MBP:DAD1 use galacto-

lipids as substrate (Figure 2D). Commercially available lipases,

R. miehei lipase, and C. rugosa lipase, the known galactolipase

and phospholipase, respectively, were used as controls (Lo

et al., 2004). Surprisingly, MBP:DGL showed approximately

three times higher galactolipase activity than PLA1 activity
Deve
when digalactosyldiacylglycerol (DGDG) was used as substrate.

In contrast, MBP:DAD1 showed�50% lower lipolytic activity for

DGDG compared to PC. When monogalactosyldiacylglycerol

(MGDG) was used as a substrate, the lipolytic activity of both

MBP:DGL and MBP:DAD1 was decreased to 20%–30% com-

pared to PC, which is consistent with the previous report (Ishi-

guro et al., 2001). The results show that DGL has stronger galac-

tolipase activity than DAD1 with DGDG as a substrate.

The possible role of DGL in JA biosynthesis was studied by

analyzing the dgl-D mutant both genetically and biochemically.

The dgl-D mutation was introduced into the opr3 and coi1 back-

grounds by genetic crossing to determine whether the dgl-D

phenotype is caused by JA overproduction. Because OPR3 is

Figure 2. DGL Encodes a Chloroplast-Targeted Phospho-/Galacto-

lipase A

(A) Subcellular localization of DGL:GFP in Arabidopsis protoplasts. Red fluo-

rescence is autofluorescence emitted by the chloroplast. DAD1:GFP and

GFP are used as positive and negative control respectively.

(B) Enzyme kinetics of MBP:DGL for PC hydrolysis. Radioactive-labeled 1-pal-

mitoyl-2-14C-linoleoyl-PC was used as a substrate. Released LysoPC was

quantified. Values are mean ± SD from three experiments.

(C) pH dependence of DGL activity. The relative value compared with the ac-

tivity at pH 7.0 is presented after a 30 min reaction.

(D) Substrate specificity of MBP:DGL and MBP:DAD1. The release of free fatty

acids from equal concentrations of PC, MGDG, DGDG, and triolein was quan-

tified. Data are presented as relative activities compared to the maximum ac-

tivity (assigned the value as 1) for each lipase. Values are mean ± SD from five

experiments.
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located downstream of DAD1 in the JA biosynthetic pathway

(Stintzi and Browse, 2000) and COI1 is a JA signaling component

(Xie et al., 1998), the expectation was that the dgl-D phenotype

would disappear in dgl-D opr3 and dgl-D coi1 double mutants,

as was indeed the case (Figure 3A). In addition, the male-sterile

phenotype, which is caused by a JA deficiency, appeared in the

double mutants (Figure 3A). In contrast, dgl-D was epistatic to

dad1 (Figure 3A). These results suggest that DGL acts upstream

of OPR3 in the JA biosynthetic pathway and is capable of replac-

ing DAD1 activity. The mutant dgl-D showed an increased ex-

pression of JA-responsive genes, such as VEGETATIVE STOR-

AGE PROTEIN1 (VSP1) and Thionin2.1 (Thi2.1) (Figure 3B).

However, the expression of VSP1 and Thi2.1 was suppressed

in dgl-D opr3 and dgl-D coi1 (Figure 3B). As overexpression of

JA causes enhanced resistance to pathogens (Thaler et al.,

2004), dgl-D plants showed resistance to a necrotrophic fungal

pathogen, Alternaria brassicicola (Figure 3C; Figure S5).

The levels of JA and methyl jasmonate (MeJA) in the dgl-D mu-

tant and the wild-type were measured by gas chromatography/

mass spectrometry (GC/MS). In triplicate analyses, the dgl-D

mutant exhibited much higher amounts than the wild-type. How-

ever, there were large variations in the levels of JA and MeJA

between independent samples of the dgl-D mutant, possibly in-

dicating variations in the levels of gene silencing in dgl-D. The

Figure 3. dgl-D Overproduces JA

(A) Genetic analysis for the biological function of DGL. Overall morphologies

are shown for 35-day-old plants (top). The inflorescences from 45-day-old

plants (bottom) are presented for the male-sterile phenotype. The double mu-

tants dgl-D opr3 and dgl-D coi1 show undeveloped siliques due to sterility.

(B) Expressions of the DGL and JA-responsive genes in each genotype. The

expression of TUB is used as a quantitative control.

(C) Resistance to A. brassicicola is quantified with lesion size and spore num-

bers per each lesion. The results were obtained 3 days after inoculation. Values

are mean ± SD from three experiments.

(D) JA and MeJA contents in dgl-D. The rosette leaves from 35-day-old plants

were used.
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most representative result is presented in Figure 3D. Taken

together, our results suggest that DGL is a chloroplast-localized

phospho-/galactolipase A participating in an initial step of JA

biosynthesis.

DGL Is Expressed in Vegetative Tissues
and Maintains an Endogenous Level of JA
The expression pattern of DGL was analyzed to determine

whether the function of DGL differs from that of DAD1 (Figure 4A).

DGL was weakly expressed in whole 9-day-old seedlings and

was relatively highly expressed in the rosette leaves of 35-day-

old adult plants, although at a level much lower than that found

in wounded plants. DGL was not detected in the flowers nor in

the siliques and roots (Figure 4A). In contrast, DAD1 is expressed

only in the flowers as reported (Ishiguro et al., 2001). This result

may indicate that DGL has a unique function in vegetative

tissues, in contrast to DAD1, which functions in reproductive

tissues.

Because a T-DNA insertion allele was not available, an RNAi-

mediated knockdown allele, dgl-i, was generated and used to

elucidate the biological function of DGL. Ten independent trans-

genic lines were generated, and two representative lines in which

the specific suppression of the DGL gene had been confirmed

were studied (Figure S6). Without wounding, JA in leaves of

35-day-old dgl-i plants was undetectable, whereas wild-type

and dad1 plants showed basal levels of JA in a GC/MS assay

(Figure 4B). This suggests that DGL, but not DAD1, is necessary

Figure 4. Only DGL and DAD1 Participate in JA Production

(A) Tissue-specific expression of DGL and DAD1. Tissues were harvested from

35-day-old wild-type plants and, in the case of seedlings, from 9-day-old

plants. FL, flowers; RL, rosette leaves; SD, seedlings; SI, siliques; RT, roots.

Expression of TUB is used as the quantitative control.

(B) JA levels in dgl-i, dad1, and dgl-i dad1. The rosette leaves of 35-day-old

plants were used. For wounded tissues, the JA level was measured 1 hr after

wounding. *, the JA level was below the detection limit of our experimental in-

strument. Values are mean ± SD from three experiments.

(C) Wound responses in dgl-i dad1. Real-time-qPCR analysis was performed

to analyze VSP1 expression after wounding. Fold induction compared to un-

wounded wild-type is given as a value on the vertical axis. Actin expression

of each sample is used as a quantitative control. Values are mean ± SD from

three experiments.

(D) Expression patterns of AtPLA1-I-family members after wounding.
Inc.
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for the biosynthesis of basal-level endogenous JA in vegetative

tissues.

Among the AtPLA1-I Family, Only DGL and DAD1

Participate in JA Biosynthesis
Because JA production is strongly induced by wounding, we

measured the JA level in dgl-i and dad1 mutants after wounding

(Figure 4B). At 1 hr after wounding, dad1 showed wild-type levels

of JA induction as previously reported (Ishiguro et al., 2001),

whereas dgl-i showed weak induction. However, dgl-i recovered

to almost wild-type level of JA at 4 hr after wounding (Figure 6C),

suggesting that only the early phase of JA production is defective

in dgl-i (discussed further below). The JA level in a dgl-i dad1

double mutant was below the detection limit of our experimental

instruments, irrespective of wound treatment (Figure 4B). This

indicates that only DGL and DAD1 among the seven members

of the AtPLA1-I family have roles in JA biosynthesis, although

they are closely related in amino acid sequence (Figure S3)

(Ryu, 2004). An expression analysis of VSP1, an indicator of

JA response, by real-time quantitative PCR (real-time-qPCR) re-

vealed that the induction by wounding was completely blocked

in dgl-i dad1, confirming the GC/MS results (Figure 4C).

The seven members of the AtPLA1-I family with chloroplast-

targeted transit peptides have been categorized into three sub-

classes based on phylogenetic analyses (Ryu, 2004). To investi-

gate the potential involvement of other members of this family in

JA biosynthesis, we analyzed the expression patterns after

wounding and the phenotypes of transgenic plants overexpress-

ing each family member. DGL and DAD1 expression was rapidly

induced by wounding (Figure 4D). In contrast, AtPLA1-Ia2 and

AtPLA1-Ib2 expression was not detected even at 4 hr after

wounding. The remaining members, AtPLA1-Ig1, AtPLA1-Ig2,

and AtPLA1-Ig3, which belong to a separate subclass, were con-

stitutively expressed at a high level and did not show any signif-

icant induction by wounding (Figure 4D). Consistent with this, the

transgenic plants overexpressing AtPLA1-Ia2, AtPLA1-Ib2, At-

PLA1-Ig1, AtPLA1-Ig2, or AtPLA1-Ig3 did not exhibit the JA over-

production phenotype observed in 35S::DGL (data not shown).

Therefore, these results confirm that only DGL and DAD1 partic-

ipate in JA biosynthesis. In addition, because dad1 shows

normal JA induction and dgl-i recovers the wild-type level of

JA at a late phase of the wound response, our data suggest

that cooperation between two functionally redundant lipase en-

zymes, DGL and DAD1, is necessary and sufficient for wound-

inducible JA production.

DGL Regulates Vegetative Organ Growth
The dgl-i mutant did not exhibit the male-sterile phenotype ob-

served in dad1 plants; rather, dgl-i has a larger seedling size,

which is an opposite phenotype to dgl-D (Figure 5A). The rosette

leaves and stems of adult dgl-i plants showed enhanced elonga-

tion, but these phenotypes were highly variable and depended

on the growth conditions (data not shown). As expected, dad1

seedlings were of normal size, whereas dgl-i dad1 seedlings

were the same size as those of dgl-i (Figure 5A). To determine

whether the increased size of dgl-i seedlings was caused by

an endogenous JA deficiency, the size of opr3 seedlings was

compared with that of the wild-type (WS). As expected, the

opr3 seedlings were also larger (Figure 5A). In addition, adult
Deve
opr3 and coi1 plants showed an enhanced elongation of the ro-

sette leaves and stems that was similar to dgl-i (data not shown).

The phenotype of the constitutive expression of VSP1 (cev1)

mutant, which constitutively produces JA (Ellis et al., 2002), fur-

ther supported the function of DGL for vegetative organ growth.

The cev1 mutant has small leaves and increased expression of

DGL, although the expression level was much lower than dgl-D

(Figure 5B). Consistent with this, the leaf morphology of cev1

resembled that of dgl-D(M), which has partial gene silencing. In

contrast to DGL, DAD1 expression was not changed in cev1

(Figure 5B), suggesting that JA overproduction in cev1 is caused

by ectopic expression of DGL.

The microscopic structure of 9-day-old dgl-i, dgl-D, and wild-

type plants was examined by scanning electron microscopy to

determine whether the enhanced size of dgl-i seedlings is caused

by an increase of cell expansion (Figure 5C). Most of the cells of

both the petiole and the adaxial surface of the rosette leaf of dgl-i

plants were larger than those of the same tissues in the wild-type.

Conversely, these cells of dgl-D plants were smaller than those of

the wild-type, indicating that DGL affects cell expansion (Fig-

ure 5C). These results suggest that DGL regulates leaf growth

by maintaining the endogenous JA contents in vegetative tis-

sues.

Figure 5. DGL Regulates Vegetative Tissue Growth

(A) Seedling size of dgl-i and dad1. The distances between the first pair of two

true leaves are used as parameters of the size of 9-day-old seedlings, as de-

scribed in Figure 1D. Values are mean ± SD from three experiments. n > 30/ex-

periments.

(B) Phenotype comparison between dgl-D and cev1-1. The largest rosette

leaves from 20-day-old plants are presented (top). DGL and DAD1 expres-

sions are analyzed by RT-PCR (bottom).

(C) Comparison of cell size in dgl-i and dgl-D seedlings. Scanning electron mi-

croscopy was performed on 9-day-old seedlings. Photos from petioles (top)

and the adaxial surface of rosette leaves (bottom) are presented. The scale

bar is 50 mm.
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Roles of DGL and DAD1 in Wound-Inducible JA
Biosynthesis Are Temporally Separated
The expression patterns of DGL and DAD1 were compared dur-

ing the wound response (Figure 6A). In the wild-type, both DGL

and DAD1 exhibited peak expression 1 hr after wounding. How-

ever, whereas the expression of DGL decreased rapidly after

1 hr, that of DAD1 decreased slowly and remained at a relatively

high level until 4 hr after wounding. To assess whether the higher

expression level of DAD1 in the late phase has any function, we

compared the expression of VSP1 in wild-type and dad1 plants

(Figure 6A). The expression of VSP1 in both plant lines showed

a similar increase up to 1–2 hr after wounding; thereafter, expres-

sion started to decrease in dad1 plants but showed a continuous

increase in the wild-type. This result suggests that a relatively

longer duration of DAD1 expression after wounding is required

for the continuous increase of VSP1 in the late phase. In contrast,

VSP1 expression in dgl-i plants decreased in the early phase

(Figure 6A), indicating that DGL is necessary for the early induc-

tion of VSP1 expression.

To confirm such temporally diversified functions of DGL and

DAD1 in wound-inducible JA production, we compared the JA

induction kinetics between dgl-i and dad1 mutants (Figure 6C).

At 1 hr after wounding, the level of JA was very low in the dgl-i

mutant, but JA accumulation was normal in the dad1 mutant,

indicating that the early phase of wound-induced JA production

requires DGL. Conversely, the level of JA fell rapidly in the dad1

mutant at 2 hr after wounding compared to the wild-type,

thereby showing that DAD1 is necessary for the accumulation

of JA during the late phase. The JA level in dgl-i recovered to

the wild-type level 4 hr after wounding.

Figure 6. Wound Responses in dgl-i and dad1

(A) Expression of DGL, DAD1, and VSP1 in wild-type, the dgl-i mutant, and the

dad1 mutant after wounding. Real-time-qPCR was performed on 35-day-old

plants after wounding. Col, diamonds; dgl-i , squares; dad1, triangles.

(B) Wound responses in opr3. WS, diamonds; opr3, squares. Fold induction

compared to unwounded wild-type is given as a value on the vertical axis.

The expression of Actin in each sample is used as a quantitative control.

(C) JA induction kinetics in wild-type, the dgl-i mutant, and the dad1 mutant af-

ter wounding. Col , diamonds; dgl-i, squares; dad1, triangles.

Values are mean ± SD from three experiments.
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The induction kinetics of DGL and DAD1 in different genetic

backgrounds was also analyzed. In dgl-i, the induction kinetics

of DAD1 after wounding was delayed by 1 hr, and the maximal

expression level of DAD1 decreased slightly (Figure 6A). The

same expression pattern of DAD1 was found in the opr3 genetic

background (Figure 6B). In contrast, the expression of DGL was

unaffected by either dad1 or opr3. Because DGL maintains

a basal level of endogenous JA in the absence of wounding,

such a delay in the expression of DAD1 in dgl-i or opr3 mutants

suggests that a basal level of JA is required for a rapid induction

of DAD1 by wounding, and that the induction mechanisms of

DGL and DAD1 by wounding are different. It also suggests that

the functions of DGL and DAD1 are temporally separate in

wound-inducible JA production.

PLDa1 Induces Wound Response through
the Activation of DGL and DAD1

Previously, several authors have proposed that PLDa1 provides

a-linolenic acid to the JA biosynthetic pathway (Wang et al.,

2000; Arimura et al., 2005; Bargmann and Munnik, 2006). How-

ever, our results, showing that the lack of both DGL and DAD1

causes the complete suppression of JA induction, are not con-

sistent with the proposed role of PLDa1. A possible alternative

is that PA synthesized by PLDa1 acts as a signaling molecule

in wound response and that the reduced accumulation of JA in

plda1 is caused by decreased wound signaling, which, in turn,

results in a decrease in the induction of DGL and DAD1. To

examine this possibility, we performed real-time-qPCR analysis

of the expression patterns of DGL and DAD1 in wounded leaves

after treatment with 1-butanol, a well-known inhibitor of PLD. In

the presence of 1-butanol, PLDa1 attaches 1-butanol instead of

the hydroxyl group onto the polar head of PA during the hydro-

lyzation process, and the resulting product loses the biological

activity of PA, although the a-linolenic acid moiety remains intact

(Bargmann and Munnik, 2006). In an aqueous solution containing

0.2% 1-butanol, the induction of DGL and DAD1 by wounding

was significantly blocked (Figure 7A). In contrast, the induction

of both genes in mock solution or in a solution containing 0.2%

tert-butanol occurred normally (Figure 7A). This result suggests

a potential role of PA as a wound-signaling molecule. The role

of PLD in vivo was examined by analyzing the expression of

DGL and DAD1 in wounded plda1 mutants (Figure 7B). In this

mutant, the induction of DGL and DAD1 by wounding was signif-

icantly suppressed. However, the expression of both genes was

not fully suppressed in plda1, possibly due to the presence of

functionally redundant genes with PLDa1. Arabidopsis has three

additional genes homologous to PLDa1, any or all of which may

have a role in wound-inducible PA production (Bargmann and

Munnik, 2006).

To genetically prove thishypothesis, we generated 35S::PLDa1

transgenic lines and introduced them into a dgl-i dad1 double

mutant background. In the wild-type background, 35S::PLDa1

exhibited neither JA overproducer phenotypes (data not shown)

nor induction of DGL and DAD1 without wounding (Figure 7C).

However, wounding caused higher expression of DGL, DAD1,

and VSP1 in 35S::PLDa1 than in the wild-type (Figure 7C).

Although the ectopic expression of PLDa1 is not sufficient to in-

duce the wound response, our results indicate that it strengthens

the response; the wound-stimulated translocalization of PLDa1
Inc.
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from cytoplasm to plasma membrane may be required for the

wound response as reported previously (Wang et al., 2000). In

contrast to this, wound-induced VSP1 expression was com-

pletely blocked in 35S::PLDa1 dgl-i dad1 (Figure 7C). Taken to-

gether, our results suggest that the in vivo function of PLDa1 is

to amplify or reinforce, by an as yet unknown mechanism, the

expression of DGL and DAD1 during the wound response.

DISCUSSION

Through activation-tagging mutagenesis, we have isolated a

dwarf mutant, dgl-D, that overexpresses a gene encoding a

member of the AtPLA1-I family. Similar to DAD1, which catalyzes

a critical step in the JA biosynthetic pathway, DGL has a function

in JA production. Here, we show that DGL has strong, but that

DAD1 has weak, galactolipase activity for DGDG, and that

the two closely related lipases are necessary and sufficient for

wound-inducible JA production. We also show that DGL and

Figure 7. PLD Regulates the Transcriptional Activation of DGL and

DAD1

(A) The PLD inhibitor reduces wound-induced DGL and DAD1 expression.

Wounded leaves were soaked in solutions containing water (Mock), 0.2% 1-

butanol (1-BtOH), and 0.2% tert-butanol (tert-BtOH). Values are mean ± SD

from three experiments.

(B) Suppression of wound-induced DGL and DAD1 expression in plda1. Real-

time-qPCR was performed on 35-day-old plants after wounding. Analysis of

gene expression was performed by real-time-qPCR. Fold induction compared

to the unwounded wild-type is given as a value on the vertical axis. Actin ex-

pression of each sample is used as a quantitative control. Values are mean

± SD from three experiments.

(C) Wound response in 35S::PLDa1. RT-PCR was performed on 25-day-old

plants after 1 hr of wounding. Genetic background and wounding are pre-

sented as plus (+) and minus (�) symbols. TUB expression is used as a quan-

titative control.
Devel
DAD1 have temporally and spatially separate functions. Finally,

our results suggest that PLD induces the wound response by

enhancing the expression of DGL and DAD1, rather than by pro-

viding the JA precursors.

Novel Functions of Endogenous JA in Arabidopsis

In contrast to DAD1, DGL is expressed in the leaves and is re-

quired for basal-level production of JA under normal conditions

(Figure 4). The dgl-D mutant, a JA overproducer, exhibits a se-

vere dwarf phenotype, whereas dgl-i and opr3, the JA-deficient

mutants, exhibit larger seedling sizes than wild-type through in-

creased cell expansion (Figure 5). These results strongly support

the finding that the endogenous JA in the vegetative tissues has

a growth-inhibiting effect on organ size, which is consistent with

the previous reports showing that exogenous treatment of JA

inhibits seedling growth (Xie et al., 1998).

In wound responses, both dgl-i and opr3 exhibite a defect in

DAD1 induction kinetics (Figure 6), suggesting that the appropri-

ate induction of DAD1 by wounding is dependent on the basal

level of endogenous JA. In contrast, the induction kinetics of

DGL was not affected by opr3, indicating that the induction

mechanisms of DGL and DAD1 are different. In various studies,

a positive-feedback regulation of JA in its biosynthetic pathway

has been proposed. In agreement with this, we have identified

increased expression of LOX, AOS, AOC, and OPR3 in dgl-D

and JA-treated plants (data not shown). However, the expres-

sion of DAD1 was not increased under the same experimental

conditions, suggesting that endogenous JA does not directly

participate in DAD1 induction, but that JA makes plants more

competent to mount a wound response, possibly by preparing

the components required for the perception or transduction of

wound signals.

Functional Diversification of DGL

and DAD1 in JA Biosynthesis
DGL and DAD1 are members of the AtPLA1-I family that are pre-

dicted to be localized to the chloroplast based on sequence

analysis (Ryu, 2004). Seven homologous genes of this family, in-

cluding DGL and DAD1, are present in the Arabidopsis genome.

Among them, only DGL and DAD1 show wound-inducible

expression and the JA overproducer phenotype when overex-

pressed. These results are somewhat surprising because, based

on amino acid sequence analysis, the closest homolog of DGL is

AtPLA1-Ia2, and that of DAD1 is AtPLA1-Ib2 (Ryu, 2004). How-

ever, when the sequences of the lipase domain were excluded

from the phylogenetic analysis, DGL and DAD1 showed the high-

est homology (Figure S3C). This indicates that the sequences

outside the lipase domain may be critical in the determination

of lipolytic activity for JA biosynthesis.

Albeit functionally redundant, DGL and DAD1 show slightly

different substrate specificity: the preferential substrate for

DGL is DGDG, but that for DAD1 is PC (Figure 2). The two also

have spatially and temporally separate functions. Whereas

DGL is expressed in vegetative tissues, DAD1 is expressed in re-

productive tissues. Thus, in normal conditions, DGL is involved in

the regulation of leaf growth, but DAD1 is involved in stamen

development. In the wound response, DGL shows strong and

transient expression during the early phase, whereas DAD1 ex-

pression remains strong for a relatively longer period of time until
opmental Cell 14, 183–192, February 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 189
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the late phase (Figure 6). In addition, we observed specific induc-

tion of DGL in cev1 mutants (Figure 5B). CEV1 encodes a cellu-

lose synthase, and a cev1 mutation causes a constitutive wound

response (Ellis et al., 2002), suggesting that the wound signal is

derived from the cell wall. Our results showing that DGL, but not

DAD1 expression, is induced by the cev1 mutation further sup-

port that DGL and DAD1 respond to wound signals differently.

Therefore, our results reveal functional diversification between

DGL and DAD1 through differential gene regulation.

PLD Activates the Expression of DGL and DAD1

Our results show that the cooperation of DGL and DAD1 is crit-

ical in wound-inducible JA accumulation. The induction of VSP1

by wounding disappeared in the dgl-i dad1 double mutant, and

the actual amount of JA was almost negligible (Figure 4), indicat-

ing that JA production upon wounding is totally dependent on

the functions of two related galactolipase enzymes, DGL and

DAD1. This result contradicts the previous suggestion that PA

produced by PLDa1 acts as a JA precursor (Wang et al., 2000;

Arimura et al., 2005; Bargmann and Munnik, 2006). Our genetic

analyses with plda1 and 35S::PLDa1 support the finding that

PLDa1 does not provide a JA precursor directly, but instead pro-

vides a secondary signaling molecule for the activation of DGL

and DAD1 in the wound signaling cascade. Consistent with

this proposal is the observation that PA induces a wound-acti-

vated MAPK in soybean (Lee et al., 2001), and that the tobacco

homolog salicylic acid-induced protein kinase (SIPK) functions

as an upstream signaling factor for JA induction by wounding

(Seo et al., 2007). It is therefore highly probable that PA activates

DGL and DAD1 through the MAPK signaling cascade.

DGL Has Galactolipase Activity
Both DGL and DAD1 proteins are localized in the chloroplast,

where OPDA, a JA precursor, is produced from lipid. Thylakoid

lipid composition is unique in that the major components are gal-

actolipids instead of the commonly encountered phospholipids:

�50% of the total lipid content is MGDG, �30% is DGDG, and

�10% is diacylphosphatidylglycerol (Douce and Joyard, 1990).

Although galactolipase activity has been detected in many plants,

the genes for chloroplast-associated galactolipase have not

been isolated thus far (Lo et al., 2004). Here, we show that DGL

has strong galactolipase activity for DGDG (Figure 2). Consistent

with the biochemical role of DGL, the dgd1 mutant, which has

a 90% reduction in DGDG content, exhibits a dwarf phenotype,

as does dgl-D (Dörmann et al., 1999). In addition to DGL, DAD1

has galactolipase activity for DGDG, although it is weak. Thus,

our results suggest that the major source of JA is the acyl chains

derived from DGDG. We propose changing the name of the gene

family including DGL and DAD1 to galactolipase instead of

AtPLA1.

Recently, it was shown that wounding stimulates the rapid

accumulation of galactolipids containing OPDA; thus, it has

been suggested that most of the OPDA is produced not from

FFAs, but from acyl groups remaining esterified to the galactoli-

pids (Buseman et al., 2006). If this hypothesis is correct, DGL and

DAD1 must have enzyme activity to release OPDA from galacto-

lipids because our genetic data suggest that DGL and DAD1 are

necessary for JA biosynthesis. In addition, although a-linolenic

acid (18:3 fatty acid) is the major acyl group in DGDG, JA may
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also be produced from dinor-OPDA (converted from a 16:3 fatty

acid). Therefore, the substrate specificity for DGL and DAD1

needs to be further analyzed.

A rice genome database search revealed the presence of

homologs of both DGL and DAD1, suggesting the conservation

of a similar mechanism for JA production in other plant species.

In contrast to higher plants, an algal genome (Chlamydomonas

reinhardtii) database search revealed the presence of only a

DGL homolog: we failed to find any DAD1 homolog in the algal

genome. When a moss (Physcomitrella patens) genome data-

base was searched, the sequences of both DGL and DAD1

hit the same gene as a homolog. Combined with the recent result

showing that the algal oxylipin pathway is mediated by galacto/

phospholipase activity (Lion et al., 2006), these in silico analyses

suggest that DGL is likely the primitive form of galactolipase

for the oxylipin pathway, and that the DAD1-type lipase has

diverged from the same ancestral gene during evolution.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Plant Materials and Growth Conditions

All of the plants used in this study, except opr3, have the Col-0 ecotype

background (opr3 has the WS background). All of the plants were grown under

a long-day photoperiod (16 hr:8 hr, light:dark) at 22�C and 60% relative humid-

ity. The activation-tagging mutant pool was generated by the transformation of

Col-0 with Agrobacteria containing pSKI015 (accession number AF187951) by

using the floral dip method (Weigel et al., 2000). For measurement of seedling

size, progenies of candidate mutants were sown on plates containing MS me-

dia (Sigma). The distance between the first pair of two true leaves on 9-day-old

seedlings was measured as parameters of seedling size. The analyses were

carried out in triplicate; each data set consisted of measurements from �30

seedlings.

Analysis of Gene Expression

RT-PCR was performed to analyze the expressions of individual genes. Total

RNA was extracted with TRI-Reagent (Sigma) by following the manufacturer’s

protocol. A total of 2 mg RNA was reverse transcribed by using RevertAid

M-MuLV reverse transcriptase (Fermentas). PCR amplification was performed

by using gene-specific primers. Real-time-qPCR analysis was performed by

using an Applied Biosystems 7300 Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosys-

tems). SYBR Green qPCR master mixes (Bio-Rad) were used in PCR amplifi-

cation.

Lipase Assay

Phospholipase A1 activity was examined by using radiolabeled PC with asym-

metric fatty acids. Fifteen pmol 1-palmitoyl-2-14C-linoleoyl-PC (1.96 GBq/

mmol; Amersham Bioscience) was incubated with 20 mg MBP-DGL for

30 min at 30�C. The lipids were extracted and separated by thin-layer chroma-

tography (Silica Gel 60; Merck). Radioactive bands of 14C-PC, 14C-lysoPC, and
14C-FFA product were detected and quantified with a Bio-Imaging Analyzer

(BAS2500; Fuji Photo Film). To determine the substrate specificity of DGL,

the level of FFA released from substrates was analyzed. A total of 20 mg

MBP-DGL and MBP-DAD1 were incubated with various lipid substrates,

then the released FFAs were measured by using an NEFA colorimetric kit

(Wako Pure Chemicals) as described by Ishiguro et al. (2001). More precise

information for the lipase assay is given in Supplemental Experimental Proce-

dures.

Measurement of Endogenous JA and MeJA Contents

All of the endogenous jasmonic acids were extracted from 500 mg fresh

rosette leaves by using a mixture of dichloromethane:methanol (1:1, v/v) as de-

scribed in Weber et al. (1997). The concentrated samples were separated into

JA and MeJA fractions by HPLC (isocratic reversed high-performance liquid

chromatography; polar RP C-18, 250 3 100 mm, flow rate = 2.0 ml/min, UV =

228 nm, H2O:acetonitrile = 45:55). MeJA fractions of plant extracts and
Inc.
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standard MeJA (Sigma) were directly analyzed by GC/MS as described in

Creelman et al. (1992). JA fractions of plant extracts were analyzed after meth-

ylation with diazomethane. The quantification of jasmonic acids in each geno-

type was repeated three times.

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Data include detailed Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

six figures, and one table and are available at http://www.developmentalcell.

com/cgi/content/full/14/2/183/DC1/.
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